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& Humidification function
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Thank you very much for purchasing “CUCKOO”
Air Purifier & Humidification function.
Read the following instruction manual before use. Save this
instruction manual for future reference. This manual will be useful
if you have any questions or have problems operating the
Air Purifier & Humidification function.

저희 쿠쿠 가습공기청정기를 애용해 주셔서
대단히 감사 드립니다.
이 사용설명서는 잘 보관하여 주십시오.
사용 중에 모르는 사항이 있을 때나 기능이 제대로
발휘되지 않을 때 많은 도움이 될 것입니다 .

CUCKOO ELECTRONICS CO.,LTD.
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⁕ READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIOS

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

1. Read all instruction before using this appliance.
2. To protect against fire, electric shock and/or injury to persons do not immerse cord, plugs, or appliance
body in water or any other liquid.
3. Close supervision is necessary when this appliance is used by or near children.
This appliance is not intended for use by young children without supervision.
4. Unplug cord from outlet when not in use and before cleaning.
5. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug after the appliance malfunctions, or has been
damaged in any manner. Return the appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination,
repair or adjustment.
6. The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the appliance manufacturer may result in fire,
electric shock, and/or injury to persons.
7. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by a special cord or assembly available from the
manufacturer or your service agent.
8. Do not use outdoors.
9. Do not let the cord hang over the edge of a table or counter.
10. Do not place nearby a hot gas, electric burner, or heated oven.
11. Always attach the plug to the appliance first, then plug the cord into the wall outlet.
Turn off the appliance before unplug the power plug from the wall outlet.
12. Do not use this appliance for other than its intended use.
13. Please use tap water to fill the water tank. Do not use the water with the temperature exceeding
40°C (104°F)
14. Do not insert anything other than water.
15. Please pay attention to the external shock, and drop impact.
16. Please empty the water tank before moving the air purifier.
17. Please clean the water tank, humidification filter, and cistern everyday.
18. Please clean the humidification filter with flowing water after soaking the filter in the water
(below 40°C (104°F)) for 30 min.
19. Please empty and clean the water tank and cistern if the humidification function is not used for long time.
20. Please do not use Humidifier Disinfectants or Humidifier Supplements.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

THIS APPLIANCE IS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY

This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applications such as :

- staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working environments;
- farm houses;
- by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments;
- bed and breakfast type environments.

www.cuckooworld.com
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HOW TO USE EXTENSION CORD / COMMENT URILISER UNE RALLONGE

Note:
A. A short power-supply cord (or cord set) is provided to reduce the hazards from entanglement by a longer cord.
B. Extension cord should be used properly.
C. Extension cord usage for the air purifier:
(1) The correct rated voltage should be used for the air purifier.
(2) If the appliance is set on the ground, the extension cord should also be set on the ground.
(3) The cord wires and extension cord should always be arranged to prevent hazards to children.
This appliance has a polarized plug: (one blade is wider than the other).
As a safety feature, this plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way.
If the plug does not properly fit in the outlet, turn the plug over.
If it sill does not fit, contact a qualified electrician.
Please, keep this safety feature.
Remarque :
A. Un cordon d'alimentation court (ou câble) est fourni pour réduire les dangers d'emmêlement causés par
un cordon plus long.
B. La rallonge doit être utilisée correctement.
(1) La tension nominale correcte doit être utilisée le purificateur d'air.
(2) Si l'appareil est installé sur le sol, la rallonge doit aussi être installée sur le sol.
Cet appareil dispose d'une fiche polarisée : (une broche est plus large que l'autre).
Par mesure de sécurité, cette fiche ne peut s'enfoncer dans une prise polarisée que dans un seul sens.
Si la fiche ne s'enfonce pas correctement dans la prise, retournez-la.
Si elle ne s'enfonce toujours pas, contactez un électricien

SPECIFICATIONS / 제품규격/ SPÉCIFICATIONS
Category

Air Purifier

Power Supply
/ CORDON D'ALIMENTATION(전원)

AC-12ZH10F

Model Name / NOM DU MODÈLE(모델명)
Power Consumption
/ CONSOMMATION D'ÉNERGIE(소비전력)
Insulation Rating
/ Classe d'isolation du produit (절연등급)

Dust Collecting Method
/ Méthode de collecte des poussières (집진방식)

120V~, 60Hz
30W(High Setting)

Type 2 device / Appareil de classe 2

Mechanical dust collecting method (HEPA Filter)
/ Capture mécanique des poussières (HEPA Filter)

Safety Device / Dispositifs de sécurité (안전장치)

Power is cut off when the door is opened or closed.
/ Lorsque la porte est ouverte ou fermée, l’alimentation est coupée.

Recommended Room size (AHAM)

284 ft² ( 26m²)

Place for Use / Lieu d'installation (설치 장소)
Water Tank Capacity
/ Capacité du reservoir (물탱크 용량)

Maximum Humidification Capacity
/ Capacité maximale d'humidification (최대 가습량)
Product Size / Dimensions (제품 사이즈)
Product Weight / Poids (제품 중량)

For indoors

3L / 0.8 Gal
420ml/hr
470mm (Width) X 250mm (Depth) X 610mm (Height)
11kg

HOW SERVICE IS HANDLED / MISE EN OEUVRE DU SERVICE
USA

The East and the Central Districts
Tel. No. 718 888 9144
The West and the Central Districts
Tel. No. 323 780 8808

www.cuckooworld.com

※ The result for the maximum amount of humidification is tested by a manufactor's laboratory, and this value
may vary and subject to a product usage environment.
※ The information (exterior, design, and specifications) provided in this User Manual is subject to change with
out prior notice to improve the quality of the device.
※ Manufacturer : CUCKOO Electronics Co., Ltd.
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Warnings for Safe Use
●

●

Please comply with the 'Warnings for Safe Use' as they are provided to ensure safe and proper use of the
device and prevent accidents and dangerous situations.
The 'Warnings for Safe Use' section is divided into 'Warning' and 'Caution,' which are defined as follows:

Warning

Potentially dangerous situation that can cause
serious injuries or death if not avoided.

Caution

Potentially dangerous situation that can cause
minor injuries if not avoided.

Warnings

• Please read the details carefully and follow the instructions
to avoid dangerous situations.
• This symbol is used to indicate actions that are prohibited.
• This symbol is used to indicate 'instruction' actions.

Prohibition

Do not bend, tie or pull the Power Cord by force.

Stop using the product if the Power Cord or the Power
Plug is damaged or the Power Outlet is shaking, and
contact our Customer Service Center.

Plug the power plug into a 120V~ outlet with at
least a rating of 10A and power surge protection.
Do not plug in multiple devices into the same
power outlet or extension cord simultaneously.

•If the sheath of the Power Cord is peeled off or chopped
during use due to negligence, it may cause fire or electric
shock. Thus, please check the state of the Power Cord, Power
Plug and Power Outlet frequently.
•To prevent dangerous situations arising from the damage of
the Power Cord or the Power Plug, please contact the
manufacturer, distributor or certified technician (servicemen)
for replacement.
•We strongly recommend that the damaged parts be repaired
at a designated service center.
•If you do not do so, it may cause electric shock, short circuit,
or fire.

•This may cause electric shock or fire due to a short circuit.
Please check the state of the Power Cord frequently.

•When multiple devices are plugged into the same power outlet or
if the device is plugged into an inappropriate power input, it may
cause heating, fire and electric shock.
•If there is a foreign substance or water on the power plug, please
wipe it clean before plugging it into the socket.
•Use an extension cord of 10A or higher.

Do not put in and pull out the Power Plug continuously.
•It may cause electric shock or fire.

Use 120V~ power input only.
•This may cause electric shock or fire.
•The product will not work properly.
•Please check the state of the power cord and plug frequently.

Wipe off any foreign substance on the Power Plug
with a dry cloth.
•If you do not do so, it may cause electric shock or fire due to a
short circuit.
•Frequently check the status of the Power Cord.

When putting in or pulling out the Power Plug, first
remove moisture on your hands and then put in or
pull out the Power Plug by holding the Power
Plug.
•Pulling out the Power Plug with wet hands can cause electric shock.
•Pulling out the power cord by excessive force can damage the Power
Cord, causing a short circuit or electric shock.
Please check the state of the Power Plug and the Power
Cord frequently.

When moving the product, do not pull the Power Cord.
•It may cause a damage to the product, electric shock, or fire.
Please check the state of the Power Cord frequently.

Please unplug the product before inspection, repair or
replacement of its parts.
•There is a risk of malfunction or electric shock. Please check
the state of the Power Plug and the Power Cord frequently.
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• This symbol is to remind you to be cautious about a
potentially dangerous situation under special
circumstances.

When unplugging the product, hold the Power Plug,
not the Power Cord.
•Applying force to the Power Cord may cause electric shock or fire.
Please check the state of the Power Plug and the Power Cord
frequently.

Do not put anything heavy or the product on the Power Cord.
•It may cause a damage to the Power Cord, leading to fire,
electric shock, or fall of the product.

Prevent the Power Plug and the Power Cord from being
damaged by an animal or a sharp metallic object such
as a nail.
•It may cause a damage to the Power Cord, leading to a short
circuit, electric shock, or fire. Check the status of the Power
Cord and the Power Plug frequently.

In case of water leakage or cleaning, please unplug
the device first.
•There is a risk of electric shock or malfunction.
Please check the state of the Power Plug and the Power
Cord frequently.

If water enters the power supply area, unplug the
product and dry it completely before use.
•t may cause electric shock or fire.
Please check the state of the Power Plug and the Power
Cord frequently.

Do not randomly connect or process the Power
Cord.
•It may cause electric shock or fire.

Warnings for Safe Use

Warnings

Prohibition

Do not use the product outdoors where the product
may contact direct sunlight, rain or snow or places
with moisture such as a laundry room or a bathroom.
•It may cause fire or electric shock due to heating and short
circuit.

Warnings

Instruction

Place the product at least 15cm away on the sides
and 30-60cm away on the top from the wall and
surrounding objects.
•When the product is too close to the wall, the wallpaper
may be damaged.

ENGLISH

Installation Guide

Do not install or use the product near a curtain.

Do not keep or use insecticides, combustible gas,
inflammables, or toxic substances near the product.

•The Pollution Sensor and the Humidity Sensor may not
work properly.

•It may cause fire or a deformation or malfunction of the product.

Do not place an obstacle around the product for a
good air circulation.

Do not place it in a bumpy or slanted area. Do not
place it on a rug, cushion or laminated floor.

Do not use the product for a special purpose or place
such as preservation of an animal, plant, precision
instrument or artwork.

•It may cause malfunction, unwanted noise or injury.
Please check the state of the product frequently.

•It may cause a damage to the property.

Do not use the product where smell, smoke, or oil is
generated such as a restaurant or a barbecue restaurant.

Do not use the product as a ventilating fan or hoods
for ranges in the kitchen.

•It may cause a decrease in the performance.

•It may cause a decrease in the performance of the product and
the Filters.

Do not install the product in a place with much oil or
smoke for industrial purposes or metallic dust.

Do not use the product for removing toxic gas such
as carbon monoxide.

•It may cause fire or a malfunction of the product.

•It may cause a malfunction of the product.

Open the windows for ventilation before using or
leaking gas, combustibles, or inflammables.

Install the product at least 2m away from electronic
products such as a TV.

•There is a risk of explosion or fire.

•It may cause a radio interference.

During Use
Warnings

Prohibition

Do not put an obstacle around the Air Inlet or the Air
Outlet of the product.
•It may cause a reduced performance of air purification,
abnormal noise, or malfunction.
•It may cause a reduced quantity of humidification.

If abnormal noise, smoke, or smell occurs from the
product, first pull out the Power Plug, and then
contact our Customer Service Center.
•It may cause fire, burns, or injury.

Do not put heat of fire near the product.

Do not put a foreign substance in the shape of a stick
such as a finger of yours or a chopstick in the Air Inlet
or the Air Outlet.
•You may get injured by the fan rotating at a high speed.
•It may cause a malfunction of the product.

•It may cause a malfunction of the product or fire or electric shock.

Do not clean the inside of the product in person. Please
visit the service center and let a service provider clean the
inside of the product.
•There is possibility of injury due to electric shock caused by water.

Never soak the product in water.

•There is a risk of electric shock.

Do not place a bowl with water, drugs, foods, small metallic
materials, inflammables, etc. on top of the product.
•When such a thing is put into the product, it may cause electric
shock, fire, or a damage.

Do not give an external impact to the Water Tank.
When a strong impact is applied to the product, it may
cause a damage.
•It may cause a water leak.

www.cuckooworld.com

•It may cause a malfunction or deformation of the product or
fire.

Do not inject a toxic substance such as smoke of a
cigarette into the porous part on the side of the product,
or poke with a sharp object.
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Warnings for Safe Use
During Use
Warnings

Prohibition

Do not spray water direct to the product when cleaning.
Do not wipe out the product with benzene, thinner, and etc.

•It may cause electric shock or fire.

•It may cause an injury or a malfunction of the product.

Prevent an infant from touching or operating the product.

Do not spray inflammable or explosive liquids such as an
insecticide or an air freshener to the Air Inlet.

•It may cause electric shock or injury.

Do not turn OFF the product by pulling out the Power Plug.

•There is a risk of malfunction or electric shock.

•It may cause fire or a reduced performance of the product.

•It may cause an electric shock or a malfunction of the product.

Do not stand on top of the product or put anything heavy on
the product.

•It may cause a malfunction of the product or injury due to fall or damages.

Do not move the product while it is working.

•It may cause fire or electric shock or a partial damage to the product.

Do not use the Power Plug near a heating device.

•This may cause fire or electric shock.

Warnings

When water flows into the product, contact our Customer
Service Center.

When you do not use the product for a long time, pull out
the Power Plug from the Power Outlet, and drain the water
remaining inside the Main Body (Cistern).

•It may cause an injury or a malfunction of the product.

When moving the product, first completely drain the water in
the Cistern and the Water Tank.

•There is danger of water leak.

Do not add water directly into the Cistern.

•The water may overflow, causing a damage to the product or electric shock.

Instruction

Wash the Pre-Filter with water on a regular basis and
sufficiently dry it before use.

•If you do not do so, it may cause a reduced performance of the product.

Clean the product on a regular basis.

•Clean the product according to "How To Clean." (Refer to pages 31~35.)
When there is a severe pollution, it may cause a mold, odor, or a reduced
quantity of humidification.

When it is the time for replacing the Filter, replace the
Filter with a new one.

•If you do not do so, it may cause a decrease in the performance.

After cleaning, put the parts firmly in their original position.

•There is a risk of malfunction of the product.

Do not push the product or lean on the product.
The product may fall.
•It may cause an injury or a malfunction of the product.

Do not use an aid for humidifier.

•It may cause a reduced performance or a malfunction of the product.

When turning OFF the product, press the Power button.

•If you do not do so, it may cause a malfunction of the product.

Use clean tap water of 40℃(104°F) or lower.

•If you use water over 40℃(104°F), it may cause a
deformation of the product.

Do not put soapy water, cosmetics, chemicals, air
freshener, sterilizer, etc. into the Water Tank and the
Cistern Unit.
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When opening the Filter Cover, avoid letting a body part of
yours or a material be stuck in the product.

•It may be harmful to the human body, and may cause a
malfunction of the product.

Do not move the product by holding the handle of the
Water Tank.

•The product may fall, causing an injury.

Do not drink or give to an animal or a plant the water
remaining in the Main Body (the Water Tank, the Cistern Unit).

•It may cause your body to worsen or an unexpected accident.

Do not lay the product for use.

•It may cause a malfunction of the product.

Do not put the product where the wind of an air
conditioner or a heater reaches or near a window.

•It may prevent the Sensor from accurately sensing.

Do not put the product near your head for use.

•You may catch a cold because of cold humidification while you
are sleeping.

Replace the water in the Water Tank with new water every day.

•Drain the water remaining in the Cistern every day, and frequently clean
the Cistern.
If you do not do so, the polluted water may cause a reduced performance,
and the fur may cause a mold to breed or an odor to occur.

When discarding the water in the Cistern, do not lift the
Main Body but take out the Cistern.

•If water goes into the Main Body, it may cause a malfunction.

When moving the product for a long distance, first drain the
water in the Main Body (Water Tank, Cistern).

•If you move the product with water remaining in the Main Body,
the water may overflow.

Name of Parts / Accessories
Main Body

Accessories

<Front>
Control Panel

Display Panel
Water Tank
Handle

Handle

Cleanliness Display

Water Tank

Air Outlet

User Manual

Cistern
Humidifying
Filter

<Back>

Fine Dust
Sensor Unit

Toxic Gas
Sensor Unit
Humidity
Sensor Unit

Humidifying
Filter

Air Purifying
Filter

Air Inlet

Filter Cover

Wheels Set

(packed separately)

※ The picture may differ from the actual product.

Air Purifying Filter System
Pre-Filter

Deodorization Filter

Section
Functions
It removes large dust, hair, fur of pets, etc. and
Level
Pre-Filter extends the replacement cycle of the Filter to be
1
replaced.
A Granular Activated Carbon Deodorization Filter,
Level Deodorization which is effective for removing smell and harmful
gas, is applied to remove the smell of foods, smoke
2
Filter
(smell) of cigarettes,
smell of animal fur, NO2, and smell of the bathroom.

Level
3

HEPA Filter

18

HEPA
Filter

It excellently removes dead bodies of mites, pollens,
fine dust, and smoke of cigarettes.

▶ Assembly sequence of Filters : HEPA Filter → Deodorization Filter → Pre-Filter

Details To Check before Use

Details to Check before Use
1

ENGLISH

Caution
When you do not use the product for a long time, pull out the Power Plug.
This product is exclusively for 120V~, 60Hz. Put the Power Plug in the exclusive Power Outlet.

Open the Filter Cover.
▶Open the Filter Cover by pulling the upper part
of each side of the Filter Cover.
※ If you hold the bottom of the Filter Cover and pull it
excessively, it may cause a damage to the product.

2

Take out the Filters and remove the packaging vinyl.
▶ Remove the packaging vinyl of Filters excluding the Pre-Filter, and assemble them onto
the product according to the assembly sequence of the Filter.
▶ Assembly sequence of Filters :
HEPA Filter → Deodorization Filter → Pre-Filter.
(Refer to the Air Purifying Filter System on page 18.)

➡
3

Reassemble the Filter Cover onto the product.

▶ When reassembling the Filter Cover, prevent your body
parts and materials from being stuck in.

4

Connect the power supply.
▶ This product is exclusively for 120V~, 60Hz.
Please connect the product to the exclusive
Power Outlet.

5

Press the ON/OFF button to turn ON the power,
press the Mode button to set the desired operation
mode.

6

When you want to stop the product, press the ON/OFF button again.

120
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▶ During the Air Purification operation, the Fan will work for about 10 seconds and then stop.
▶ All the lights of the Display Panel will be turned OFF.
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Details To Check before Use
Humidifying Filter and Water Supply To Water Tank
Perform the same process for cleaning or replacing the Filter.

1

Disassemble the Water Tank.

2

Disassemble the Cistern as in the
picture.
Mount a Humidification Filter with its packaging removed.

3

▶ When mounting the Humidification Filter, first, remove the
packaging vinyl, wash the Filter in running water, and wet the
Filter with water sufficiently fora smooth humidification.

4

Open the Cover of the Water Tank, and put tap water into the Water Tank.
Caution

※ It is more hygienic to use tap water. Tap water is treated with chlorine and
it is hard for germs to breed. However, if you use other water than tap water
(well water, water from water purifier, mineral water, etc.), it is easier for a mold
or germs to breed.
※ Do not put boiled water of 40℃(104°F) or higher, aroma oil, chemicals,
pollutants, or air freshener in. (It may cause a malfunction.)
※ As the Water Tank may fall, hold the Water Tank with both hands.

5

Close the Cover of the Water Tank.
▶ Check if water leaks.
▶ Wipe out the moisture around the Water Tank.
▶ When a packing of the Cover of the Water Tank is missing, the
water may easily overflow causing electric shock or a damage to
the product.

Caution
※ When the Cover of the Water Tank is not properly assembled, water may leak, leading to an abnormal
operation, electric shock, or a damage to the product.

6

Assemble the Cistern and the Water Tank in order.

※ The quantity of humidification of the Humidification
Filter may decrease when a scale occurs.
Clean once or more a week.
※ If you do not want humidification, take out the
Humidification Filter, wash it with water, dry it in
the shade with good ventilation, and keep it.
(If you do not do so, it may cause a smell.)

Caution

※ When assembling the Water Tank, check if the Cistern, Humidification filter, and Float are properly assembled.
If they are not properly assembled, the humidification may be insufficient or it may cause a malfunction.
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Control / Display Panel Functions

•ON/OFF : Use it when you operate or stop the product.

ENGLISH

Control Panel

•MODE : Use it when you select your desired mode.
※ Each time your press the button, the mode will change from "AUTO" to "MANUAL", "SLEEP", "FINE DUST",
"BABY", and "REPEAT" in order.
•FAN SPEED : Use it when you adjust the fan speed.
※ Each time you press the button, the fan speed will change, repeating in the order of "gentle" to "light" to "strong".
•TIME : Use it when you preset "AUTO ON/OFF" or the time for "REPEAT".
※ You can preset the timer and the time for repeated air purification from among one to 12 hours with one hour
as the unit.
•STERILIZATION : Use it when you activate the operation of Plasma Ionizer.
※ Press the button, and the STERILIZATION button will be turned ON, and the Plasma Ionizer will start
working. If you press the button again, the button will be turned OFF, and the Plasma Ionizer will stop.
•TURBO : Use it when selecting the Turbo operation.
※ Press the button, and the TURBO mode will begin. If you press the button again, the product will return to
the previous mode.
•MODE (3 Sec Setting) : Use it when setting a function.
※ If you press the button for three seconds or longer continuously in the waiting mode, the product will enter
the Language set-up mode, and a Voice Guide will be provided.
※ After entering the Language set-up mode, each time you press the button, the product will enter a mode in
the order of "Voice Volume set-up mode", "Filter Change Alarm set-up mode", "Cleanliness Display set-up
mode", "Sensor Sensitivity set-up mode", "Screen Power save function set-up mode", "Energy Eye set-up
mode", and "Turbo Operation Time set-up mode."
▶ Refer to How To Set Functions in pages 28~30.
•TIME (3 Sec Setting) : Use it when you performing Button Lock.
※ If you press the button for three seconds or longer continuously during operation, the Button Lock function
will be set. (When the Button Lock is set, the display of "L" will flicker three times.)
※ If you press the button again for three seconds or longer continuously when the Button Lock s set, the
Button Lock function will be canceled. (When the Button Lock is released, the display of "UL" will flicker
three times.)
※ When the Button Lock is set, " " light will be turned ON, and if you pressa button other than the TIME
button, the display of "L" will flicker three times.

Display Panel
• ON/OFF : This icon is turned ON when the product is working. It is turned OFF
when the product stops.
• MODE : When you select a mode from among Auto, Manual, Sleep, Finedust, Baby
and Repeat, the icon flickers for three seconds.
• FAN SPEED : When you select one from among gentle, light, and strong for the
Manual Air Purification, the icon will flicker for three seconds.
• TIME : When you select one from among the Auto On, Auto Off and Repeat, the
icon will flicker for three seconds and be turned ON.
• STERILIZATION : This icon is turned ON when the Plasma Ionizer is working. It is
turned OFF when the Plasma Ionizer stops.
• TURBO : When the product performs the Turbo operation, the icon will be turned ON.
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• AUTO : This displays that the product is performing automatic air purification.
• MANUAL : This displays that the product is performing manual air purification.
• SLEEP : This displays that the product is performing air purification during sleep.
• FINE DUST : This is turned ON when the product is performing Fine dust air purification.
• BABY : This is turned ON when the product is performing air purification for baby.
• REPEAT : This is turned ON when the product is performing repeated airpurification.
• 88/%/Hr/Level : This displays the current humidity fan speed and preset time.
• VOICE : This is turned ON when the product is providing the Voice function.(If you
set the voice volume to be OFF, it is turned OFF.)
• WATER : This is turned ON when there is no water in the Water Tank.
• CHANGE FILTER : This is turned ON when it is the time for replacing the Filters.
• BUTTON LOCK( ) : This is turned ON when the product is performing the Button
Lock function.
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Control / Display Panel Functions
/ Disorder Checking Function of Display Panel
Front Display Panel

•Cleanliness Display : This displays the cleanliness of the indoor air with colors.
※ Colors for cleanliness display : Red (polluted), violet (average), blue (clean)
※ If you do not operate the product in any way after you have put in the Power Plug, there will be nothing
displayed. If you want the product to work, press the ON/OFF button.
※ When you press a button, press it until a buzzer will sound. The design of the Control Panel and the
Display Panel may be different from the actual appearance.
※ When the product performs air purification, the performance of the product may differ depending on the
air volume.

Disorder Checking Function of Display Panel
When your method of using the product is not proper or there is a disorder in the product, the
Display Panel will display the below signs to alert. If any of the below signs is displayed constantly
even in the normal condition for use or after you have taken a countermeasure, contact our
Customer Service Center.
It appears when there is a disorder in the Fan Motor.
Contact our Customer Service Center.
It appears when there is a disorder in the Gas Sensor.
Contact our Customer Service Center.
It appears when there is a disorder in the Memory in the Micom.
Contact our Customer Service Center.
It appears when there is a disorder in the Humidity Sensor.
Contact our Customer Service Center.
It appears when there is a disorder in the Filter Cover. Remount the Filter Cover.
If the issue is not settled even after you have taken the above countermeasures,
contact our Customer Service Center.
It appears when the Water Tank is not mounted.
Remount the Water Tank. If the issue is not settled even after you have taken the
above countermeasures, contact our Customer Service Center.
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It appears when there is no water in the Water Tank.
Supply water. If the issue is not settled even after you have taken the above
countermeasures, contact our Customer Service Center

Basic Operation

1

Put in the Power Plug.

▶ The product will enter the waiting mode with a buzzer
sounding.

2

Press the ON/OFF button.

▶ The ON/OFF button icon and AUTO will be turned ON on the Display Panel, and the Fan

ENGLISH

Basic Operation

starts working.
The current humidity and the fan speed is displayed in turn with the interval of five
seconds on the 4-Digit 7-Segment Display.
※ When there is no water in the Water Tank, Add Water will be turned ON. When the Water
tank is not mounted, the Water Tank Not Mounted error will be displayed on the 4-Digit 7Segment Display.
※ When the Filter Cover is not mounted, the Filter Cover Not Mounted error will be
displayed on the 4-Digit 7-Segment Display.
※ The product remembers the mode operated last and starts working.
(Turbo operation is an exception.)

3-1

Press the MODE button to set the mode as you want.

▶ Each time your press the button, the mode will change from "AUTO" to "MANUAL",
"SLEEP", "FINE DUST", "BABY", and "REPEAT" in order.

3-2

Press the FAN SPEED to control the strength of wind as you want.

▶ When you press the button for the first time, the product will enter the Manual Air

Purification mode. Each time you press the button, the fan speed will repeat changing
from "gentle" to "light" and "strong" in order.

3-3

Press the TIME button to set the AUTO OFF time.

▶ You can set the AUTO OFF time by pressing the TIME button during operation.

※ If the AUTO OFF is set, the TIME button icon will flicker for three seconds and the light
will be turned ON.
※ You can set the AUTO OFF Time into one to 12 hours with one hour as the unit.
※ Preset the time to be “- -”, and the AUTO OFF mode will be canceled.

3-4

Press the STERILIZATION button to activate the Plasma Ionizer.

▶ If you press the button, the ion generation operation of the Plasma Ionizer will start
and the icon will be turned ON. If you press the button again while the Plasma
Ionizer is working, the operation of the Plasma Ionizer will be ended.

3-5

Press the TURBO button to change the operation mode.

▶ It is a mode to be selected when operating air purification at a high speed with the

4

When you want to stop the product, press the ON/OFF button again.

▶ All the lights of the Display Panel and the Front Display Panel will be turned OFF,
and the product will enter the waiting mode.
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maximum air volume.
※ When the Turbo operation works, the Turbo icon will be turned ON.
※ Press the button again during the Turbo operation, and the product will enter the
previous operation mode.
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Operation Mode Information
Operation Mode Information
AUTO
•The product enters the mode when you press the ON/OFF button once in the waiting mode.

(When the product enters the mode for the first time, it starts from the automatic air purification,
and when there is a previous operation history, the product works in the previous operation mode.)
•The product senses the air cleanliness in the indoors, and automatic all controls the fan speed.
•The current humidity and the fan speed are displayed in turn with the interval of five seconds.
Current humidity displayed (50%)
Fan speed displayed (light)


MANUAL
•The product enters this mode when you press the MODE button once in the AUTO mode.
•Press the Fan Speed button and set the fan speed as you want (gentle, light, strong) for operation.

(When the product enters the mode initially, the product will work with a gentle fan speed.
When there is a previous operation history, the product will work at the previous fan speed.)
•The current humidity and the fan speed are displayed in turn with the interval of five seconds.
Current humidity displayed (50%)

Fan speed displayed (light)


SLEEP
•The product enters this mode when you press the MODE button twice in the AUTO mode.
•The product minimizes the air volume for good sleep, and performs a quiet air purification operation.
•When the product enters this mode initially, the operation screen will be displayed for seven seconds.

After that, only the "Sleep" display will be turned ON, and all the rest will be turned OFF.
Current humidity displayed (50%)

All but the Sleep display are turned OFF.

➡
FINE DUST
•The product enters this mode when you press the MODE button three times in the AUTO mode.
•The fan speed is automatically controlled according to a previously entered algorithm.
•The current humidity and the fan speed are displayed in turn with the interval of five seconds.

Current humidity displayed (50%)

Fan speed displayed (strong)
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※ When there is no water in the Water Tank, the "Add Water" display will be turned ON.
※ The pollution degree is displayed from "Clean (blue)", "Average (violet)", and to "Polluted (red)".
※ The above figures show the screens of the Display Panel for each operation mode,
and may differ from the actual appearances shown when the product is working.

Operation Mode Information

After that, only the "Baby" display will turned ON, and all the rest will be turned OFF.
Current humidity displayed (50%)

All but the BABY display are turned OFF

ENGLISH

BABY
•The product enters this mode when you press the MODE button four times in the AUTO mode.
•The product minimizes the air volume, and operates the STERILIZATION function to help babies sleep well.
•When the product enters this mode initially, the current humidity will be displayed for seven seconds.

➡
REPEAT
•The product enters this mode when you press the MODE button five times in the AUTO mode.
•Press the TIME button to set the Repeated Operation time.

(You can set the time into one to 12 hours with one hour as the unit.)
•When the TIME button is not pressed, the product will repeat operation andstop with one hour as the unit.
•When there is a previous operation history, the product will work for the previously set time.
•The product repeats operation and stop according to the set time.
•The operation is the same as in the AUTO mode.

Display

[ON]

[OFF (in case it's turned
ON within one hour)]

Fan speed displayed (light)





TURBO
•You can enter this mode if you press the Turbo button once.
•The product rapidly performs air purification by setting the maximum fan speed.
•The current humidity and the fan speed are displayed in turn with the interval of five seconds.
•When the product enters this mode initially, the Turbo Operation time is 30 minutes, and when

the operation time has passed, the product returns to the previous operation mode.
•You can change the operation time through function setting.

▶ Refer to How To Set Functions in page 30.

Current humidity displayed (50%)

Fan speed displayed (Turbo)
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※ When there is no water in the Water Tank, the "Add Water" display will be turned ON.
※ The pollution degree is displayed from "Clean (blue)", "Average (violet)", and to "Polluted (red)".
※ The above figures show the screens of the Display Panel for each operation mode,
and may differ from the actual appearances shown when the product is working.
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Operation Status Information
STERILIZATION
Press the STERILIZATION button while the product is working, and the Plasma Ionizer's
operation will be activated, and the STERILIZATION icon will beturned ON. If you press the
button again, the operation will stop, and the STERILIZATION icon will be turned OFF.

AUTO OFF
•Press the TIME button during operation, and the product will enter the AUTO OFF time setting screen.
•Each time you press the TIME button, the reservation time will be added by one hour, and you can set

the time into up to 12 hours.
•After the product operates for the preset time, the product will automatically stop.

[In case of setting the AUTO OFF time to be eight hours]

AUTO ON
•Press the TIME button in the waiting mode, and the product will enter the AUTO ON time setting screen.
•Each time you press the TIME button, the reservation time will be added by one hour, and you can set the

time into up to 12 hours.
•After the product waits for the preset time, the product will auto matically start working.

(When the product enters the mode for the first time, it starts from the automatic air purification,
and when there is a previous operation history, the product works in the previous operation mode.)

[In case of setting the AUTO ON time to be eight hours]

Power-Saving Mode
•When the Energy Eye Night Sensor senses darkness during operation, all displays (including the cleanliness

display) will be turned OFF, and the Power-Saving mode will be activated.
•When it gets brighter around the product or a button is pressed, the Power-Saving mode will be canceled.
•Refer to the Other Setting Methods in page 30 for how to set the Energy Eye function.

※ The above figures show the screens of the Display Panel for each operation status, and may differ from
the actual signs shown when the product is working.
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Operation Status Information

cleaning or contact by a child, the Button Lock will be set.
•Press the TIME button continuously for three seconds or longer again, and the Button Lock will be

released.

<In case the Button Lock is set>

ENGLISH

Button Lock
•If you press the TIME button continuously for three seconds or longer to prevent a malfunction due to

<In case the Button Lock is set>

CHANGE FILTER
•It is turned ON when it is time for replacing the Filters. After replacing the Filters, initialize the time for filter

change.
ᆞ Refer to Other Setting Methods in page 29 for how to initialize (how to turn OFF the Change Filter light).
※ If 24 hours have passed, the Change Filter light will be automatically turned OFF, so replace the Filters
within the time limit.

[Filter change alarm activated in the AUTO mode]

Add Water
It appears when there is no water in the Water Tank. If you add water into the Water Tank,
the Add Water display will be turned OFF.
[No Water alarm activated in the AUTO mode]

※ The above figures show the screens of the Display Panel for each operation status, and may differ from
the actual signs shown when the product is working.
www.cuckooworld.com
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Other Setting Methods
How to Set Language
You can set your preferred voice among English, Chinese and Korean voices.
The default voice setting is English.

1

After putting the Power Plug in, press the Mode button for three seconds or longer
in the waiting mode (when all the lights of the Display Panel are turned OFF).
(While the product is working, stop it by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.)

The Display Panel will display "En" as in the picture.
Please select the language(English, Chinese, Korean)by pressing "Fan Speed" button.
4 Save the function setting by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.
2
3

※ When you press the TIME button or remove the Power Plug, the function setting will be canceled.
※ When no button is pressed for seven seconds or longer, the function setting will be canceled.

<In case of setting English voice>

<In case of setting chinese voice> <In case of setting Korean voice>

How to Set Voice Volume
This is how to cancel the Voice function or control the voice volume.

1

After putting the Power Plug in, press the Mode button for three seconds or
longer in the waiting mode (when all the lights of the Display Panel are turned
OFF), enter the Language Setting, and press the Mode button again.
(While the product is working, stop it by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.)

The Display Panel will display "3" and "Voice" as in the picture.
3 Set the volume as you want by pressing the "Fan Speed" button.
2

※ If you set the volume to be "0F," the Voice function will be canceled.

4 Save the function setting by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.

※ When you press the TIME button or remove the Power Plug, the function setting will be canceled.
※ When no button is pressed for seven seconds or longer, the function setting will be canceled.

➡
<In case Voice function is canceled>

➡
<Default Voice Volume>

<Maximum Voice Volume>

How To Initialize time for filter change alarm
This is how to set the initialize the time for filter change alarm after the filter is replaced. When the
"Change Filter" light is turned ON, replace the filters, and initialize the time for filter
change alarm.
After putting the Power Plug in, press the STERILIZATION button for three seconds in the waiting
mode (when all the lights of the Display Panel areturned OFF) and the alarm will be initialized.
Press the STERILIZATION button for three seconds.
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Other Setting Methods
This is how to set or cancel the Filter change Alarm function.

1 After putting the Power Plug in, press the Mode button for three seconds or longer in

the waiting mode (when all the lights of the Display Panel are turned OFF), enter the
Language Setting, and press the Mode button twice.

(While the product is working, stop it by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.)

2 The Display Panel will display "On" and "Change Filter" as in

ENGLISH

How To Set Filter change Alarm

the picture.

3 Press the "Fan Speed" button to set (On) or cancel the mode.
※ When canceled, the function will not work.

<Filter change Alert ON>

※ When you press the TIME button or remove the Power Plug, the function
setting will be canceled.
※ When no button is pressed for seven seconds or longer, the function
setting will be canceled.

<Filter change Alert OFF>

4 Press the "ON/OFF" button to save the setting.

How To Set Cleanliness Display
This is how to set the purification status display on the Display Panel.

1 After putting the Power Plug in, press the Mode button for three seconds or longer in

the waiting mode (when all the lights of the Display Panel are turned OFF), enter the
Language Setting, and press the Mode button three times.
(While the product is working, stop it by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.)

2 The Display Panel will display "On" as in the picture.
3 Press the "Fan Speed" button to set or cancel the mode.
※ When canceled, other colors will not be displayed on the indicator.

<Cleanliness display ON>

※ When you press the TIME button or remove the Power Plug, the function
setting will be canceled.
※ When no button is pressed for seven seconds or longer, the function
setting will be canceled.

<Cleanliness display OFF>

4 Press the "ON/OFF" button to save the setting.

How To Set Sensor Sensitivity

This is how to set the sensitivity of the Cleanliness Sensor. You can set the sensitivity to be low,
average, or high. The default sensor sensitivity is average.

1 After putting the Power Plug in, press the Mode button for three seconds or longer in

the waiting mode (when all the lights of the Display Panel are turned OFF), enter the
Language Setting, and press the Mode button four times.
(While the product is working, stop it by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.)

2 The Display Panel will display "2" and "Level" as in the picture.
※ Level 1: It sets the Sensor sensitivity to be low. (Select it when there are a lot of changes in the air volume
and the environment around the product is clean during the automatic operation.)
※ Level 2: It sets the Sensor sensitivity to be average.
※ Level 3: It sets the Sensor sensitivity to be high. (Select it when there is no change in the air volume and the
environment around the product is polluted during the automatic operation.)

4 Save the function setting by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.

※ When you press the TIME button or remove the Power Plug, the function setting will be canceled.
※ When no button is pressed for seven seconds or longer, the function setting will be canceled.
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3 Set the level from among Level 1 through 3 by pressing the "Fan Speed"button.
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Other Setting Methods
How To Set Screen Power Save
When no button is pressed during operation, this function properly controls the brightness of the
screen to save the energy.

1 After putting the Power Plug in, press the Mode button for three seconds or longer in

the waiting mode (when all the lights of the Display Panel are turned OFF), enter the
Language Setting, and press the Mode button five times.
(While the product is working, stop it by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.)

2 The Display Panel will display "On" as in the picture.
3 Press the "Fan Speed" button to set or cancel the mode.
※ When canceled, the screen lighting will be maintained to be bright.

<Screen Power Save ON>

※ When you press the TIME button or remove the Power Plug,
the function setting will be canceled.
※ When no button is pressed for seven seconds or longer,
the function setting will be canceled.

<Screen Power Save OFF>

4 Press the "ON/OFF" button to save the setting.

How To Set Energy Eye Function

This is a function to minimize energy consumption by recognizing the brightness of the surroundings
automatically while the product is operating air purification. It minimizes the functions of the Display
Panel when it senses darkness. It is a method to set the darkness sensing range of the Night Sensor
used for power-saving function.

1 After putting the Power Plug in, press the Mode button for three seconds or longer in

the waiting mode (when all the lights of the Display Panel are turned OFF), enter the
Language Setting, and press the Mode button six times.
(While the product is working, stop it by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.)

2 The Display Panel will display "2" as in the picture.
3 Set the level from among OFF through level 3 by pressing the

"Fan Speed"button.

※ OFF: Set OFF when you do not use the darkness sensing function.
※ Level 1: The product operates the darkness sensing function in surroundings
darker than the reference value (Level 2).
※ Level 2: Reference value for darkness sensing mode
※ Level 3: The product operates the darkness sensing function in surroundings
brighter than the reference value.

<Level 2>

<Energy Eye OFF>

4 Press the "ON/OFF" button to save the setting.

※ When you press the TIME button or remove the Power Plug, the function setting will be canceled.
※ When no button is pressed for seven seconds or longer, the function setting will be canceled.

How to Set the Time for Turbo mode

This is a function to set the operation time of the Turbo operation. The default Turbo operation time is 30 minutes.

1 After putting the Power Plug in, press the Mode button for three seconds or longer in

the waiting mode (when all the lights of the Display Panel are turned OFF), enter the
Language Setting, and press the Mode button seven times.
(While the product is working, stop it by pressing the "ON/OFF" button.)

2 The Display Panel will display "30" as in the picture.
3 Press the Fan Speed button to set one from among 10 minutes, 20 minutes,

30 minutes, 40 minutes, 50 minutes, and Non-Stop operation.

<In case of selecting
30 minutes>

4 Press the "ON/OFF" button to save the function setting.
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※ When you press the TIME button or remove the Power Plug, the function setting will
be canceled.
※ When no button is pressed for seven seconds or longer, the function setting will be
canceled.

<In case of selecting
Non-Stop Operation>

Cleaning and Maintenance Guide
※ Pull out the Power Plug when cleaning the product.

How to Clean the Main Body (Clean once every two to four weeks.)
1
2

Wet a soft cloth in lukewarm water, wring out
the cloth, and wipe out the product with it.
Remove the dust on the grooves of the exterior
with a cotton swab or a cotton flannel.

ENGLISH

Caution

※ Do not wipe out the Control Panel and the Display Panel
with an alkaline detergent.
※ Do not wipe out the surface of the product by using
sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, or an organic solvent
(thinner, kerosene, etc.) and do not attach a sticker, etc.
The surface may be damaged.

How to Clean the Filter Cover
1

Disassemble the Filter Cover from the product,
and remove the dust on the surface with a soft,
dry cloth or a soft brush.

How to Clean the Air Outlet (Clean once every two to four weeks.)
1

Remove the dust on the Air Outlet by using a
soft brush and a cleaner.
※ The cleaning cycle varies according to the environment
and the time of use, so frequently clean in an environment
with much dust.

How To Store
Drain all water in the Water Tank and the Main Body, and wipe out completely.

2

Remove the moisture on the Cistern and the Water Tank, wash the Humidifying
Filter, wipe out with a dry cloth, and dry them in a cool shadow.

3

If you do not use the product for a long time, pack the Filter and the Main Body
with a vinyl cover, etc. and keep them for no dust or foreign substance to go
into the product.
※ If water is left for a long time, general germs will breed, and the foreign substances in the water and the
air in the atmosphere will be mixed, causing the internal devices in the product to corrode and
preventing the moisture from being discharged. Thus, it may cause a malfunction of the product.
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Cleaning and Maintenance Guide
How to Clean the Fine Dust Sensor
(Clean once every one to two months.)
1

Open the Filter Cover.
▶ Open the Filter Cover by pulling the upper part of each side of
the Filter Cover.
※ If you hold the bottom of the Filter Cover and pull it excessively,
it may cause a damage to the product.

2

Open the cover of the Fine Dust
Sensor.
▶ Start cleaning with a soft brush or a
vacuum cleaner.

3

Carefully wipe out the Lens of the Fine Dust Sensor
with a cotton swab.
▶ Start cleaning with a soft brush or a vacuum cleaner.
※ If you do not clean it on a regular basis, it may cause a reduced
performance of the Fine Dust Sensor.
※ As the cleaning cycle varies according to the environment, more
frequently clean it in an environment with much dust.

※ Do not wipe out the sensor unit with a volatile material (alcohol, acetone,etc.) excluding water.
※ When there is a foreign substance (dust) on the Lens of the Fine Dust Sensor, the status of the pollution
degree shown on the display may not change from "Polluted". In this case, completely clean the Sensor
again.
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Cleaning and Maintenance Guide

How to Clean the Water Tank (Clean every day)
1

Disassemble the Water Tank on the side of the product from the product, and turn
the Water Tank Cover placed at the bottom of the Water Tank counterclockwise
to open it. Before opening the Water Tank Cover, press the center of the Cover to
cancel the vacuum state.
Then, you can more easily open the Cover. When there is water remaining in the
Water Tank, drain the water before cleaning.

2

Put coarse salt or a little neutral detergent and water in the Water Tank,
close the Cover, and shake the Water Tank four to five times to wash it.

3

Open the Water Tank Cover by turning
it counterclockwise, and wash the
Water Tank with running water.

ENGLISH

Caution

※ As the Water Tank is weak against an impact, avoid a damage to it. When it is damaged,
there is risk of water leak.
So, do not use it, and contact our Customer Service Center
※ When the Cover of the Water Tank is not closed completely, it may cause a water leak.

▶ In order to remove salt or remaining detergent,
put water in the Water Tank and wash it three
times or more.
※ Do not give an external impact to the Water Tank.
When a strong impact is given, it may cause a damage. It may cause a water leak.
4

※ Tightly close the Cover clockwise (in the direction of CLOSE).
※ When you first start using the product, it take some time to fill the tank before it starts operating.
※ Each time you put in water, check the status of the Water Tank, and if it is dirty, please clean it.
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Dry the Water Tank in a
shade, remove all the
moisture, close the Water
Tank Cover, and
assemble it with the
product.
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Cleaning and Maintenance Guide
How to Clean the Cistern (Clean every day)
1

Disassemble the Water Tank from
the product, pull the Cistern on the
sides of the product, and
disassemble it.

▶ Disassemble it carefully so that the water
does not overflow.

2

Disassemble the Humidifying Filter from the Cistern.

▶ When you disassemble it, the water absorbed by the Humidifying Filter may be discharged.
▶ Soak the Humidifying Filter in lukewarm water for 30 minutes, and then softly clean it in running
water by using a brush.

3

Put a neutral detergent on a soft cloth or a cleaning brush, and wipe the Cistern
in running water.
▶ Wipe out the moisture on the Cistern with a soft, dry cloth, and dry it in a shade.

4

Assemble it in the reverse order of disassembly.

Caution
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•After cleaning, if the Cistern, Filters, and Water Tank are not properly assembled, the product won't
operate properly.
•Discoloration of the surface of the Filters and scale are natural phenomena occurring as minerals in the
water condense. Thus, it may differ depending on the water quality and environment.
- When discoloration or scale occurs, the quantity of humidification may decrease. Thus, soak the
Humidifying Filter in water for 30 minutes once or more a week, and clean it in running water.
•If a lot of impurities are attached to the Humidifying Filter or the Cistern, the humidification performance
may decrease or it may become harder to cleanthe Cistern. Also, it may cause a smell or a decrease in
performance.

•The Pre-Filter can be reused by removing dust or washing with water.
•If you do not clean the Pre-Filter for a long time, it may cause a reduced performance of the product.
•The Deodorization Filter, and HEPA Filter cannot be reused if washed.
Please do not wash them with water.

How to Clean the Pre-Filter (Clean once every once two weeks)
1

ENGLISH

Cleaning and Maintenance Guide

Open the Filter Cover.

▶ Open the Filter Cover by pulling the upper part of each
side of the Filter Cover.
※ If you hold the bottom of the Filter Cover and pull it excessively,
it may cause a damage to the product.

2

Remove the dust on the surface of the Pre-Filter
by using a vacuum cleaner.

▶ If you do not remove the dust on the surface, some dust
may fall onto the floor when you disassemble the Pre-Filter.

3

Press the handle of the Pre-Filter,
disassemble the filter and wash it
with lukewarm water.
▶ Wash the disassembled Pre-Filter with
water, and completely dry it in a shade.
※ When there is moisture, it may cause a
malfunction or smell.

Caution
•If you wash it with hot water or dry it in direct sunlight, the Filter may be deformed.

4

Mount the Pre-Filter on the product and install the Filter Cover on the product.

▶ When mounting the Pre-Filter on the product, please make sure you put it in the groove accurately.
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How To Replace the Filters
•Always pull out the Power Plug before replacing the Filters.
•When the filter cleaning or replacement cycle has passed, it may cause a lowered performance of the
product or smell.

•If you use a similar filter other than the CUCKOO genuine filter, it may cause a lowered performance
or a malfunction of the product. (Please use the CUCKOO genuine filter)

•If an Air Purifying Filter is torn on the surface or wet with water, do not use it, and replace it with a new
one.
Contact our Customer Service Center(on page 5). for purchase of filters.
•The filter replacement cycle can be varied depending on the surrounding environment.

Filter Cleaning and Replacement Cycle
Filter

Cleaning/
Replacement Cycle

Cleaning/
Replacement

Pre-Filte

Once / 2~4 weeks

Cleaning and Washing

Deodorization Filter

Once / 12 months

Replacement

HEPA Filter

Once / 12 months

Replacement

Once / 1 weeks

Cleaning and Washing

Once / 6 months

Replacement

Humidification filter

How To Replace the Air Purifying Filter
Check the front of the Filter before replacing it.
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How To Mount the Wheels

Wheels Sets

1. Wheels (four units)

Tools needed for mounting

2. Screws (eight units)

ENGLISH

Caution
•Pull out the Power Plug when mounting the wheels.
•Do not lean on the product with wheels and do not let a child ride on the product with wheels.
※ It may cause a malfunction of the product or injury due to fall or damages.

‘+’ screwdriver

How To Mount the Wheels (optional)
1

Lay the product carefully on the floor not to
damage it.
▶ When you lay the product on the floor, avoid giving a
damage to the Power Cord.

2

Match the groove unit at the top of a wheel
with the bump on the floor of the product, and
assemble the screws with the ‘+’ screwdriver.
▶ Two screws for one wheel.
▶ When assembling the wheels, prevent your body parts
from being stuck in the product.

Assemble the other parts in the same way.

4

After assembling, check if they are safely
mounted, and carefully install the product.

www.cuckooworld.com
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PLEASE CHECK BEFORE
ASKING FOR SUPPORT
▼ When the device is not used properly in compliance with the User Manual, the device may not operate properly
even if it is not broken down.
Please take the following measures accordingly if there is a problem with the device. If there is still a problem,
please contact our Customer Service.

Problem

Checklist

Recommendation

The product won't
work even if I press
the Power Supply
button.

•Is the Power Plug firmly put in the Power Outlet?
•Isn't the place blacked out?
•Is the product properly assembled?
•Is the Water Tank put in properly?
•Have you pressed the ON/OFF button?

•Put the Power Plug in a Power Outlet of
120V~, 60Hz.
•Use the product after electricity is supplied.
•Assemble the product properly.
•Assemble the Water Tank again properly.
•Press the ON/OFF button.

The air volume won't
change.

•Isn't the product in the MANUAL mode?
•Isn't the product in the SLEEP or BABY
mode?

•Change the mode into the operation mode you want.
•During the Sleep or Baby mode, the air volume is
fixated to be the minimum air volume.

The air does not seem •Is the indoor pollution severe?
to be purified.
•Isn't the room too large?
•Is there any obstacle around the product?
•Is the product installed where wind cannot
move freely?
•Hasn't the time for filter cleaning and
replacement passed?

•Ventilate the room and then use the product.
•Use the product in an area not exceeding its
coverage limit.
(Avoid places with a good ventilation such as an
entry and a window.)
•Remove the obstacle.
•Install the product elsewhere.
•Check the Filter cleaning and replacement cycle
and clean or replace the Filters.

There is a smell at the •Is the smell a smell that was there in the early •It is a smell of an activated carbon. The smell will
days after you purchased the product?
disappear one to two weeks after the product starts
Air Outlet.
•Do you use the product in a place with a lot
of smoke or smell?

There is a strange
sound.

•Is the water in the humidifying cistern
polluted?
•Hasn't the time for filter cleaning and
replacement passed?

•Clean the cistern and the water tank and add water.

•Isn't the sound a clicking sound?

•During the STERILIZATION mode, a clicking sound
may be made due to generation of ion.
•It is a sound of water being supplied from the Water
Tank to the Cistern. (It is not a malfunction.)

•Isn't the sound a pumping sound?

•Check the Filter cleaning and replacement cycle
and clean or replace the Filters.

The color of the air
purification status
display is always the
same.

•Isn't there dust on the Lens of the Dust
Sensor?
•Is the pollution degree with dust
continuously low or high?

•Clean the Lens of the Dust Sensor.
•Adjust the sensitivity of the Dust Sensor to be dull
or standard.

The humidity does
not increase.

•Isn't the room too large?
•Is there water in the Water Tank?
•Isn't the humidifying filter polluted?

•Use the product in an area not exceeding its
coverage limit.
•Fill the Water Tank with water.
•Clean the humidifying filter or check the
replacement cycle and replace it if necessary.

Wind comes out, but
not the humidity.

•This product is a vaporizing
Air Purifier with natural humidification function
with invisible steam.

When other functional •Check the phenomenon of the issue, pull out
the Power Plug, and contact our Customer
defects occur
Service Center.
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operation. It is a smell of an activated carbon
(charcoal) which is harmless to the humanbody.
•The air purification performance may decrease in a
place with much smokeor smell. Ventilate the room
before using the product.

MEMO
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CUCKOO AIR PURIFIER & HUMIDIFICATION FUNCTION
LIMITED WARRANTY

KEY Company, P&K USA TRADING CORP. will repair at its option replace, without charge, your
product which proves to be defective in material or workmanship under normal use,
during the warranty period listed below from the date of original purchase. This warranty is good only
to the original purchaser of the product during the warranty period.
P&K USA TRADING CORP covers the east and the central districts, KEY Company covers the west
and the central districts.

AC-12ZH

100% Recycled paper
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